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Abstract 
A new microseismic-electromagnetic (EM) acquisition system for reservoir monitoring includes 
surface and borehole hardware, processing software and interpretation methodology. For heavy 
oil reservoirs it allows mapping of steam/water flood fronts and surveillance of cap-rock 
integrity. The new array acquisition architecture combines novel technologies which reduces 
operational cost, due to unlimited channels capability: EM and microseismic acquisition is in the 
same receiver node to optimize the synergy between the methods.  
 
While microseismic channels address seal integrity information, EM data are used to track fluids, 
due to their high sensitivity to the fluid resistivity. The fluid resistivity drops strongly with 
mobility increase and pore size variation. Dense data further reduce the cost per receiver in a 
surface location. EM channels provide three-component (3C) electric and 3C magnetic data 
acquired on the surface and in shallow vertical boreholes. For later versions and deeper 
reservoirs deep wireline receiver with through casing measurement capabilities are planned. We 
include in the system an independent physics verification measurement using a differential 
approach to the surface data called focused source EM (FSEM) with practically little cost. 
 
Carrying out feasibility for each reservoir is key to control risk and cost.  The feasibility includes 
3D EM modeling, which allows integrating typically complex nature of the reservoir, and on-site 
EM noise test to tie 3D modeling to actual measured voltages. 

 
3D modeling feasibility for a heavy oil reservoir proves the methodology to monitor the 
boundaries of the steam flood with accuracy and with high fidelity. Above the edges of the 
flooded (higher-temperature – lower-resistivity) area the results predict time-lapse EM anomaly 
exceeding 500%.  
 
The entire system is coupled with processing and 3D modeling/inversion software, significantly 
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streamlining the workflow for the different methods. 
 
The system is capable of measuring and integrating the 3C of the electric field and 3C of the 
magnetic field in order to map the steam front and at the same time measuring microseismic 
occurrences in order to monitor seal stability. Channels capability of the system is practically 
unlimited allowing a denser coverage of the area in order to increase resolution and improve 
inversion. 

Introduction 
The present paper further develops multi-physics methodology suggested by Passalaqua et al. 
(2016) for monitoring of steam-flooded heavy oil reservoirs. Here we concentrate on EM 
monitoring feasibility, while the system and the methodology include multi-channel data 
acquisition with microseismic and EM sensors (Figure 1). Microseismic sensors monitor the seal 
integrity due to possible reservoir leakage in the upper layer (Carlson, 2013), while EM sensors 
provide unique opportunities to track fluid movements and flow boundaries due to differences in 
the fluid resistivity.  
 

 

 

Figure 1- Field equipment and hardware components. Orange boxes: 
195-channel microseismic-EM receivers KMS-820. 

 
The multi-physics measurements are based on the fact that the steam injection increases the 
original pressure of the reservoir producing small fractures that in turn generate seismicity and 
decrease the resistivity of the fluids. Both effects are measurable by the sensors measuring 
seismic and electrical properties of the subsurface. The measurements are made in 4D, repeating 
the same according to time periods dictated by the reservoir simulation. 

Methodology 
The hardware system (Figure 2) has been developed using state-of-the art seismic architecture 
with wireless array and large memory SD cards. EM and seismic sensors are connected to the 
same node. Some of the characteristics of our system are: 
 

• Broad band (DC-80 kHz, low noise, low drift)  
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• Multi-components, multi-physics (microseismic and electromagnetic) 
• Transition to digital sensors 
• High dynamic range 
• 8 km long range wireless, WIFI (2 types) and noise free internet streaming 
• Autonomous, can record for weeks 
• GPS timing & atomic crystal (marine option) 
• Lower cost  

 

Figure 2 – The hardware system 
 

Transmitters’ synchronization and current stability better than 0.5% for periods of days are 
necessary requirements to use better arrays to increase the spatial resolution. Large 
oversampling, dynamic range, long term stability with time and temperature are also key for 
monitoring applications. Very stable pre-amplifiers are used to avoid effects due to the heat from 
sun light (Rüter and Strack 1995; Jiang et al. 2015).  
 
The cornerstone of our methodology is the combination of seismic data with full EM field 
measurements. We developed a commercial land microseismic-EM system for reservoir 
monitoring. The system includes three-component (3C) electrical and magnetic receivers situated 
on the Earth surface and in shallow vertical boreholes, to allow for vertical electric field 
measurement, for which we use a commercial shallow borehole tool (SBHT, Figure 3). Shallow 
vertical observation boreholes of the depth from 20 to 50 m can easily be prepared. The ground 
is exited by grounded horizontal dipole transmitter.  
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Figure 3: Shallow borehole tool overview. 
 
 
Both magnetic and electric field are measured as one portion of the reservoir tends to be 
conductive (flooded area) and the other part will be resistive (hydrocarbon saturated) (Colombo 
et al. 2010, Strack et al. 1989).  

Every monitoring project starts with a 3D modeling feasibility study, and finishes with 
data interpretation. For the both feasibility modeling and the interpretation it is critically 
important to have accurate data on the background formation resistivity coming from available 
resistivity logs taken from vertical or any other available wells and from any other a priory 
information. While constructing such a background model, taking the resistivity anisotropy into 
account is a must. Anisotropy in electrical resistivity is key for understanding EM data and for 
correct geological interpretation. In general, most sedimentary rocks are electrically anisotropic 
(Figure 4) due to sand-shale laminations. Shale-sand laminations usually exhibit vertical 
resitivities (Rv) higher than horizontal resistivities (Rh) (Yu et al. 2001; Barber et al. 2004). 
Current tends to flow easier in the horizontal direction along shales in tha case of laminated 
shale-sand sediments. The vertical resistivity will be higher and influenced by oil saturated 
sands.  Logs in Figure 5 show examples of this. EM measurements are strongly affected by 
electrical anisotropy as the current flow tends to be in both directions, horizontal and vertical. 
This is why is critical the consideration of anisotropy. The measurement of both vertical and 
horizontal components of the electromagnetic field is essential. Shale formations tend to be very 
anisotropic,  with Rv to Rh ratio reaching 10, but even in conventional formation Rv/Rh is in the 
range of 1.5-2. The presence of hydrocarbons in these rocks will generate high resistivity 
anomalies (Passalacqua 1983; Eadie 1980). The magnitude of these anomalies depends on the 
anisotropy.       

New logging tools capable of tensor resistivity measurements recently developed have 
allowed the possibility of improving the EM interpretation offering the possibility of linking both 
sets of data for a more realistic interpretation of EM data.  

In Figure 5 we show two examples of triaxial induction logging. In both cases the vertical 
resitivity is higher than the horizontal resistivity. These tools allow a better calibration of the EM 
multicomponent measurements. When the modern anisotropy logs are unavailable, the 
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anisotropy can be estimated from conventional resistivity logs using well-known equivalence 
principle (Keller & Frischknecht, 1967).  
 

 
Figure 4 – Layering of sand-shale sequences shown in three different scales by resistivity image 
logs. From left to right: Electron microscope image, image at lamination scale (1 inch to 1 
centimeter) derived from core samples, resistivity image log (1 track) from a wireline logging 
tool, and at far right a typical image log section from a 6-arms resistivity imager. 

 

 
 

Figure 5 – In this figure we show two triaxial induction log interpretations from two contractors 
(Yu et al. 2001; Barber et al. 2004). GR is Gamma Ray log, CNC and ZDEN are neutron and 
density logs, respectively, AHT90 is a deep induction log. In both cases the vertical resistivity 
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(Rv) shows higher oil saturation than in the horizontal resistivity (Rh). The Rv is more sensitive 
to the thin laminated shale sequence. 
 
The data are calibrated using available well logs and linked to microseismic data. Calibrating 
available borehole data against surface EM measurements gives greater sensitivity to fluid 
variations in the pore space. A 3D modeling-based feasibility study is performed for each 
application. Those EM components that exhibit the strongest anomalies, determined by 
modeling, are combined with on-site noise measurements to establish technical and commercial 
viability and to define survey and operational parameters.  
 
A high level workflow for the processing and interpretation of EM and microseismic data is 
shown in Figure 6. Both kinds of data are separated at the common node in order to perform data 
specific filtering. The data is then inverted and images are generated, and finally a unified 
interpretation is produced.  
 

 
 

Figure 6 - Data processing workflow for controlled source EM and microseismic. 
 

Figure 7 shows in more detail the processing workflow for the EM data. From left to right and 
top to bottom it starts with the raw data, these are filtered and stacked to produce the electric 
(top) and magnetic fields (bottom). On the right stacks are filtered from noise. Finally, at the 
bottom we show the inversion results using smoothness constrained inversion, and the 3D 
rendering of the interpretation.  
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Figure 7 - Processing workflow for EM data.  
 

Figure 8 shows vertical cross-section of a heavy oil reservoir (Passalaqua et al. 2016). The 
reservoir overburden includes clastic water-saturated material, the bottom of which has elevated 
salinity which reflects in a reduced (2 Ωm) resistivity. The underlying heavy oil reservoir has the 
resistivity of ~4 Ωm (depicted in green). The free water zone having the resistivity of ~1.5 Ωm is 
below the heavy oil reservoir. We try to map steam-flooded section of the reservoir, which has 
reduced resistivity due to its higher temperature. Its approximate 3D model (in the bottom) is 
used for 3D modeling feasibility study. The blue parallelepiped represents the steam flooded area 
of 500x500x140 m.  
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Figure 8 - Geologic section of a heavy oil reservoir (top) and its simplified 3D resistivity survey 
model used for 3D modeling feasibility study (bottom).  
 
A grounded horizontal electric 400-m long dipole transmitter situated at the origin excites the 
formation with rectangular impulses (square waves) of 100 A, with pauses between them. As the 
steam front moves, the multicomponent EM receivers above the flood area on the surface (shown 
as triangles) records the respective time-lapse response. The x-directed dipole transmitter is co-
aligned with the waterfront propagation direction, for simplicity of the analysis. In-line receivers 
were chosen, as they give the strongest response to the resistive reservoir (Strack, 1992). To 
estimate the sensitivity to the reservoir resistivity the response of all three components of the 
magnetic and the electric field, including the vertical component Ez were simulated at several 
times after the transmitter current turn-off.  
 
Synthetic responses of the offset-corrected horizontal electric field component Ex are shown in 
Figure 9 as a function of the distance to the transmitter, with the relative changes (bottom), i.e. 
measurements compared to a fully oil saturated state. On the left we show the isotropic case as 
on the model depicted in Figure 8. On the right we added a moderate anisotropy in oil-saturated 
rocks only, with the vertical resistivity Rv = 8 ohm-m and the horizontal resistivity Rh = 4 ohm-
m (as it was in the isotropic case). The difference is visible, especially at early times. 
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The vertical (Ez) electric field components are shown in Figure 10  (they are not offset corrected) 
as a function of time after the transmitter turn-off (top) and relative responses as a function of the 
distance (bottom).  Ez is the most sensitive to vertical currents significantly affected by 
resistive/conductive (unflooded/flooded) rocks.  This component demonstrates very high 
sensitivity to the reservoir properties: late-time responses are significantly affected, especially 
above the flood area edges at 500 and 1000 m. Thus, the flooded area contour may be 
determined with great accuracy through the measurement of Ez component using SBHT in 
vertical boreholes above the reservoir. Since the reservoir is relatively shallow, the effect is 
strong enough at relatively early times below 1 s. Note that time-domain EM measurements do 
not require large offsets typically needed for frequency-domain methods. Ez sensitivity reveals 
itself at late times after turn-off, where deeper lying strata respond. They are noticeably affected 
by the anisotropy in oil-saturated rocks (on the right). The signal level was well above the typical 
noise floor measured on the site for each feasibility study.  
 
Figure 11 demonstrates magnetic field response (magnetic induction dBz/dt). It is in the range of 
several per cent and not much affected by the anisotropy. Note that the  traditional inline dipole-
dipole measurement Ex shows reduction of the signal level above the more conductive flooded 
zone, since the electric field is more sensitive to resistors, while the magnetic response, on the 
contrary, shows some elevation above the flooded zone, being more sensitive to conductors.  Ex  
response is much smaller than Ez response, since Ex is mostly sensitive to horizontal currents, 
much less affected by relatively thin resistors (reservoir), while Ez is much affected by thin 
horizontal resistors.  
 
We do not show other components, Ey, dBx/dt and dBz/dt, since they are identically equal to 
zero due to the model symmetry with respect to (x,z)-plane in our simplified feasibility study. 
 
The EM responses were simulated using a 3D finite-difference method by Davydycheva & 
Druskin (1999) which allows for arbitrary resistivity anisotropy. 
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Figure 9 - Inline electric field (Ex-Ex) response, as a function of the distance to the transmitter, 
on the left: isotropic case, on the right: anisotropy added in oil-saturated rocks 
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Figure 10 - Vertical electric field response (Ex-Ez) as a function of time after turn-off (top), with 
the percentage change shown as a function of the distance to the transmitter (bottom). 
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Figure 11 – Magnetic field/induction response, as a function of the distance to the transmitter. 
 
Measurement of the vertical electric field requires drilling shallow vertical wells to place the 
receivers. If those are unavailable, an alternative focused-source EM (FSEM) measurement by 
Davydycheva and Rykhlinski (2011) and Davydycheva (2018) can help.  The FSEM 
configuration works similar to focused borehole laterologs and provides high sensitivity to thin 
horizontal resistors. The differences between adjacent receivers is subtracted and approriately 
normalized to only produce a sensitivity to the the vertical electric field. 
 
We have run field tests with the both dipole-dipole measurements and FSEM over a salt dome to 
verify the methodology and the system functionality (see Paembonan et al. 2018). 

Conclusions 
The multi-physics measurements offer the great advantage of monitoring two critical aspects of 
the production of heavy oil fields subject to steam injection processes, such as the integrity of the 
reservoir seal and the progress of the steam front. Our instrumentation allows simultaneous 
microseismic and multi-component EM measurements (3C electric and 3C magnetic data), and 
feasibility modeling in 3D determines which of those components best respond to changes in 
electrical properties of a particular reservoir. 
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 Many feasibility studies for a variety of reservoir have been carried out. Heavy oil reservoir 
appears to be one of the most promising applications. We have also started a pilot field 
installation which is ongoing. 
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